
4/7/70 

Deer Ed, 

While brushing my teeth preparatory to bed last night I heerd a brief item on the late TV news that Skolnick ts filing or has filed a suit against the Archives for suppressing the three igainetthe President by Valle in 1963, complete with the details in me bookl 

Low ttla one place such a suit cannot be laid is against tee Archives. That bastard doesn't know it, but everything federal in origin thet be stole from as cams from the Arcnivesi There is but a custodial role in almost all cones, and in tense excetions I am.going through toe greet tedium of preparing for suit. 

I celled a weicago reporter friend who knew for a long wails I was working on Veils, having asked his help on one eseect. he had interviewed and aired Skol-
nick, who gave him the impression we were the closest and the greatest buddies, etc. 

Skolnick cannot possibly have a suit under the Freedom oflnformetion Act, whiceItve had to study. The net effect of whet he has done. ie to destroy thecredib-ility of ell of us, undermine all serious efforts, end to give e credibility to the government it cannot get in ere other way. 

59, aside from being a crook,' ne is by role if no fact, what no accuses everyone else of being, en "agent"". 4es is the kinc of men woo vii become ceadidett for the kiz,d of writing in which you are engaged. 

lieeever, this makes sense of Ld Lachee end tee etation'a behovior. Twat quid rro quo becomes w:perent. I'd like you, ppitesse, to try end find out if they bre eeavine  their own laurel wreathe torp1014 

I think this will reouire teat I rue, not only because I have been demeged but to en ae hurt this ego-tri;per nee caused and will Yet cause. 

I hops tale isn't too incomprehensible. The sun is not yet up and I've got to leeTM fcr . Tashington for a 4relmAoreve end otner medieel testa, etc. 
But how ironic it is, I file legitime and serious suit egainat the 

Justice Dept, which is responsible for tee suepreasione, and it is totally puepreeeed, end this whore comes along, does nothing and one tact wrong (shielding toe v ustiee 
Dept) and gets s nationwide Iasi! It is Just like teem with the Mafia: everyone else is responsibloo only not Justice, 'moss abdications make t4411 Wit) and the cirruption not only possible but tub way of life. 

I cannot but wonder is Skolnick more than en ego»tripper? 

Thanks for anytting you can do. Cot the ail and tne returned aerbon. 

Sincerely, 


